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m(x) =

�
x � 10 if x > 100

m(m(x + 11)) if x ⇥ 100
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procedure m(x) returns (res)

`0: if x>100

`1: res:=x-10

else

`2: x

m

:= x+11

`3: res

m

:= call m(x

m

)

`4: x

m

:= res

m

`5: res

m

:=call m(x

m

)

`6: res := res

m

`7: assert (x<=101 -> res=91)

return m

Figure 1. McCarthy’s 91 function together with a Floyd-Hoare
style annotation with invariant assertions. The program is correct
if the assert statement never fails.

Abstract

In this paper, we explore the potential of the theory of nested
words for partial correctness proofs of recursive programs. Our
conceptual contribution is a simple framework that allows us to
shine a new light on classical concepts such as Floyd/Hoare proofs
and predicate abstraction in the context of recursive programs.
Our technical contribution is an interpolant-based software model
checking method for recursive programs. The method avoids the
costly construction of the abstract transformer by constructing a
nested word automaton from an inductive sequence of ‘nested
interpolants’ (i.e., interpolants for a nested word which represents
an infeasible error trace).
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return m

Figure 2. McCarthy’s 91 function together with a Floyd-Hoare
style annotation with invariant assertions. The program is correct
if the assert statement never fails.

procedure m(x) returns (res)

{>}
`0: if x>100

{x � 101}
`1: res:=x-10

else

{x  100}
`2: x

m

:= x+11

{xm  111}
`3: call m

{resm  101}
`4: x

m

:= res

m

{xm  101}
`5: call m

{resm = 91}
`6: res := res

m

{res = 91 _ (x � 101 ^ res = x� 10)}
`7: assert (x<=101 -> res=91)

return m

Figure 3. McCarthy’s 91 function together with a Floyd-Hoare
style annotation with invariant assertions. The program is correct
if the assert statement never fails.

1. Preliminaries

In this section, we fix the notation for recursive programs (follow-
ing [?]) and for nested words (following [?, ?]).
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restrictions and conventions

� no pointers, no global variables and only call-by-value
procedure calls

� forbidden to write to the input variables of a procedure

� procedure p has one input variable x (“formal argument”) and
one output variable res

� procedure calls appear in the following form:

resp := call p(xp)

� actual argument (actual parameter) is always xp (special
variable)

� on return, value of output variable res is stored into variable
resp of the caller
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Figure 3. McCarthy’s 91 function together with a Floyd-Hoare
style annotation with invariant assertions. The program is correct
if the assert statement never fails.

1. Preliminaries

In this section, we fix the notation for recursive programs (follow-
ing [?]) and for nested words (following [?, ?]).
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Figure 2. McCarthy’s 91 function together with a Floyd-Hoare
style annotation with invariant assertions. The program is correct
if the assert statement never fails.

1. Preliminaries

In this section, we fix the notation for recursive programs (follow-
ing [?]) and for nested words (following [?, ?]).

1.1 Recursive Programs

Informal Presentation. We consider a simple procedural pro-
gramming language in a BoogiePL-like syntax [?]. As usual, we
impose a number of restrictions and conventions in order to sim-
plify the formal exposition. The language has no pointers, no global
variables and only call-by-value procedure calls. It is forbidden to
write to the input variables of a procedure. A procedure p has one
input parameter x and one output parameter res. Procedure calls
appear in the following form.

resp := call p(xp)

If procedure p with formal parameter x is called, the argument
(actual parameter) is a special variable xp. On return, the value of
the procedure’s output variable res is stored into the special variable
resp of the caller. Before calling procedure p, the caller writes the
input value to the variable xp. The callee accesses the value through
the variable x. The callee stores the result value into the variable res.
The result value is returned to the caller through the variable resp.
Procedures with arbitrarily many input and output parameters can
be treated in an analogous way. A global variable can be modeled
by adding an input and an output variable to each procedure that
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procedure m(x) returns (res)
{⌅}

�0: if x>100
{x ⇤ 101}

�1: res:=x-10
else

{x ⇥ 100}
�2: xm := x+11

{xm ⇥ 111}
�3: call m

{resm ⇥ 101}
�4: xm := resm

{xm ⇥ 101}
�5: call m

{resm = 91}
�6: res := resm

{res = 91 ⌃ (x ⇤ 101 ⇧ res = x� 10)}
�7: assert (x<=101 -> res=91)

return m

Figure 1. McCarthy’s 91 function together with a Floyd-Hoare
style annotation with invariant assertions. The program is correct
if the assert statement never fails.

inductive sequence of interpolants from the spurious error trace of a
non-recursive (non-procedural) program. The interpolants form the
labels in the abstract reachability tree (in conjunctions in [19], and
in tuples in [13]). The method thus constructs an interpolant-based
proof and avoids the construction of an abstract transformer.

The second method, as used, e.g., in [11, 14, 17], generates a
not necessarily inductive sequence of interpolants from the spuri-
ous error trace of a recursive program. The interpolants are used
solely for defining new predicates (by subformulas). The method
does construct an abstract transformer. The proof is constructed by
fixpoint iteration. The iterates (i.e., not the interpolants) form a se-
quence of Hoare triples which proves the infeasibility of the spuri-
ous error trace. I.e., the inductiveness of sequences of interpolants
is irrelevant in [11, 14].

To summarize, the first method does not account for recursion,
and the second one does not consider inductive sequences of in-
terpolants (or other ways to avoid the construction of the abstract
transformer). In contrast, we use nested words to formalize in-
ductive sequences of interpolants for traces of recursive programs
(and nested word automata to avoid the construction of the abstract
transformer).

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we fix the notation for recursive programs (follow-
ing [21]) and for nested words (following [2, 3]).

2.1 Recursive Programs
Informal Presentation. We consider a simple procedural pro-
gramming language in a BoogiePL-like syntax [6]. As usual, we
impose a number of restrictions and conventions in order to sim-
plify the formal exposition. The language has no pointers, no global
variables and only call-by-value procedure calls. It is forbidden to
write to the input variables of a procedure. A procedure p has one
input parameter x and one output parameter res. Procedure calls
appear in the following form.

resp := call p(xp)

�0

�1

�2

�3

�4

�5

�6

�7

�err

x>100

res:=x-10

x<=100

xm:=x+11 call m

xm:=resm

call m

res:=resm

return m ⇥�3

return m ⇥�5

x�101⌅res ⇤=91

Figure 2. Recursive control flow graph for the recursive program
P91 implementing McCarthy’s 91 function. The initial location
is �0. The error location �err is used to encode the correctness of
the program. In Section 3 we will introduce a different reading of
the graph, namely as a particular nested word automaton (over the
alphabet of statements st), the control automaton AP91 .

If procedure p with formal parameter x is called, the argument
(actual parameter) is a special variable xp. On return, the value of
the procedure’s output variable res is stored into the special variable
resp of the caller. Before calling procedure p, the caller writes the
input value to the variable xp. The callee accesses the value through
the variable x. The callee stores the result value into the variable res.
The result value is returned to the caller through the variable resp.
Procedures with arbitrarily many input and output parameters can
be treated in an analogous way. A global variable can be modeled
by adding an input and an output variable to each procedure that
directly or indirectly (via a recursive function call) accesses the
global variable.

Figure 1 shows an implementation of McCarthy’s 91 function
(if the argument x is not greater than 101, the function returns 91)
in a code fragment that meets our restrictions and conventions.

Formal Presentation: Recursive Control Flow Graph. Follow-
ing [21], we present a recursive program formally as a recursive
control flow graph; see Figure 2 for an example. Each node is a
program location �. Each edge is labeled with a statement st, which
is either an assignment y:=t , an assume � , a call call p , or a
return return p .

For each procedure p, the recursive control flow graph contains
p’s control flow graph. The edges between internal nodes are la-
beled with assignment or assume statements. The nodes of p’s con-
trol flow graph are the program locations of p, say �p

0, . . . , �
p
n where

the node �p
0 is the entry location of p and �p

n its exit location. To
model that procedure p is called from procedure q at program loca-
tion �q

j (in q’s control flow graph),

• an edge labeled call p goes from �q
j to �p

0 , the entry location
of p,
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four kinds of statements

I
call statement

call p

creates a new calling context where (unique) input variable x

gets assigned value of variable xp from previous calling context

new calling context is added on top of stack

I
return statement

return p

result value res is taken from the current calling context

then current calling context is removed from stack (“pop”)

result value res is written to variable resp (in context of caller)

I
assignment statement

y:=t

value of term t is assigned to variable y in top-most calling

context

I
assume statement

�

only executed if variable valuation of top-most calling context

satisfies Boolean expression �
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`0

`1

`2

`3

`4

`5

`6

`7

`err

x>100

res:=x-10

x<=100

xm:=x+11

call m

xm:=resm

call m

res:=resm

return m "`3

return m "`5
x101^res 6=91

Figure 4. Recursive control flow graph for the recursive program
P91 implementing McCarthy’s 91 function. The initial location
is `0. The error location `err is used to encode the correctness of
the program. In Section 3 we will introduce a different reading of
the graph, namely as a particular nested word automaton (over the
alphabet of statements st), the control automaton AP91 .

1.1 Recursive Programs

Informal Presentation. We consider a simple procedural pro-
gramming language in a BoogiePL-like syntax [?]. As usual, we
impose a number of restrictions and conventions in order to sim-
plify the formal exposition. The language has no pointers, no global
variables and only call-by-value procedure calls. It is forbidden to
write to the input variables of a procedure. A procedure p has one
input parameter x and one output parameter res. Procedure calls
appear in the following form.

resp := call p(xp)

If procedure p with formal parameter x is called, the argument
(actual parameter) is a special variable xp. On return, the value of
the procedure’s output variable res is stored into the special variable
resp of the caller. Before calling procedure p, the caller writes the
input value to the variable xp. The callee accesses the value through
the variable x. The callee stores the result value into the variable res.
The result value is returned to the caller through the variable resp.
Procedures with arbitrarily many input and output parameters can
be treated in an analogous way. A global variable can be modeled
by adding an input and an output variable to each procedure that
directly or indirectly (via a recursive function call) accesses the
global variable.

Figure 3 shows an implementation of McCarthy’s 91 function
(if the argument x is not greater than 101, the function returns 91)
in a code fragment that meets our restrictions and conventions.

Formal Presentation: Recursive Control Flow Graph. Follow-
ing [?], we present a recursive program formally as a recursive

control flow graph; see Figure 4 for an example. Each node is a
program location `. Each edge is labeled with a statement st, which

is either an assignment y:=t , an assume � , a call call p , or a
return return p .

For each procedure p, the recursive control flow graph contains
p’s control flow graph. The edges between internal nodes are la-
beled with assignment or assume statements. The nodes of p’s con-
trol flow graph are the program locations of p, say `

p
0, . . . , `

p
n where

the node `

p
0 is the entry location of p and `

p
n its exit location.

To model that procedure p is called from procedure q at program
location `

q
j (in q’s control flow graph),

• an edge labeled call p goes from `

q
j to `

p
0 , the entry location

of p,
• an edge labeled return p " `qj goes from `

p
n, the exit location

of p, to the location `

q
j+1 in q’s control flow graph, where

`

q
j+1 is the successor location of `qj with respect to the call of

procedure p.

In Figure 4, we use a thick gray edge in order to depict the successor
location of a call location, with respect to the procedure calls
initiated by call m . The thick gray edges are not edges of the
recursive control flow graph. The assert statement from Figure 3
is translated to an edge which is labeled with an assume statement
and leads to a special error location.

Semantics. A valuation ⌫ is a function that maps program vari-
ables to values. A (local) state of a procedure is a pair (`, ⌫), con-
sisting of a program location and a valuation. A state S of the
(whole) program is a stack of local states, i.e., location-valuation
pairs, which we write as a sequence

S = (`0, ⌫0).(`1, ⌫1) . . . (`n, ⌫n).

Each element corresponds to a called (and not yet returned) proce-
dure. The topmost/rightmost element represents the actual calling
context.

Each statement st induces a transition relation between states;
see Figure 5. We use the usual notation for a transition from a state
S to a successor state S

0.

S

st�! S

0

Traces ⇡. A trace ⇡ is a sequence of statements, ⇡ = st0 . . . stn�1.
We extend the transition relation from single statements to traces
in the usual way and use the same notation also for traces.

S

⇡�! S

0

A trace ⇡ is a feasible error trace of the program P if there
exists an initial valuation ⌫0, a stack of local states S and a final
valuation ⌫n such that the triple

(`0, ⌫0)
⇡�! S.(`err, ⌫n)

is a transition of the program (where `0 is the initial location of the
main procedure of P and `err is an error location of P).

Program Correctness = No Feasible Error Traces. The recursive
control flow graph encodes program correctness through special
nodes corresponding to error locations. We define the correctness
of the program through the non-reachability of an error location `err

by a program execution. Formally, a program P is correct if it has
no feasible error trace.

The classical notion of partial correctness can be accommodated
by representing precondition and postcondition by assume state-
ments and assert statements (the latter is translated to an edge that
leads to the error location).

1.2 Nested Words

Following [?, ?], a nested word over an alphabet ⌃ is a pair (w, )
consisting of a word w = a0 . . . an�1 over the alphabet ⌃ and
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of the program through the non-reachability of an error location `err
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state label of edge (`, `0) successor state side condition

assignment S.(`, ⌫) y:=t

S.(`0, ⌫0) ⌫

0 = ⌫ � {y 7! ⌫(t)}
assume S.(`, ⌫) �

S.(`0, ⌫) ⌫ |= �

call S.(`, ⌫) call p

S.(`, ⌫).(`0, ⌫0) ⌫

0(x) = ⌫(xp)

return S.(`< , ⌫<).(`, ⌫) return p "`< S.(`0, ⌫0) ⌫

0 = ⌫< � {resp 7! ⌫(res)}

Figure 5. Semantics of statements in the context of a recursive control flow graph (where a statement is used to label an edge between two
nodes ` and `

0). A state is a stack of local states/location-valuation pairs; the current local state is the topmost/rightmost one.

the nesting relation  . The fact that  is a nesting relation for
w means that we have a relation between the n positions of w,
formally

 ✓ {0, . . . , n� 1}⇥ {0, . . . , n� 1,1}
which is left-unique, right-unique, and properly nested, formally:

i1 j, i2 j, j 6= 1 implies i1 = i2

i j1, i j2 implies j1 = j2

i1 j1, i2 j2, i1  i2 implies

8
<

:

i1 < j1 < i2 < j2

or
i1  i2 < j2  j1.

The idea is that the relation between the position i of a call and
the position j of a matching return is expressed by i j. Positions
appearing on the left (resp. right) in pairs in are called call (resp.
return positions). All other positions are internal positions. The
index 1 is used as return position for all unfinished calls. For a
return position j 6= 1, the corresponding call position (i.e., the
unique position i such that i j) is the call predecessor of j. In
contrast with [?], we do not allow �1 as a call predecessor. In
contrast with [?], we do allow 1 as a return position.

Possibly Infinite Nested Word Automata (NWA). A nested word

automaton over an alphabet ⌃ is a tuple

A = (Q, h�in, �ca, �rei, Qinit
, Q

fin)

consisting of

• a (not necessarily finite) set of states Q,
• a triple h�in, �ca, �rei of transition relations for, respectively,

internal, call, and return positions,

�in ✓ Q⇥ ⌃⇥Q

�ca ✓ Q⇥ ⌃⇥Q

�re ✓ Q⇥Q⇥ ⌃⇥Q

• a set of initial states Qinit ✓ Q,
• a set of final state Q

fin ✓ Q.

A run of a nested word automaton A over the nested word
(a0 . . . an�1, ) is a sequence q0, . . . , qn of states that starts in
an initial state, i.e., q0 2 Q

init, and that is consecutive, i.e., for each
i = 0, . . . , n� 1,

(qi, ai, qi+1) 2 �in if i is an internal position,
(qi, ai, qi+1) 2 �ca if i is a call position,

(qi, qk, ai, qi+1) 2 �re if i is a return position and k i.

The run is accepting if it ends in a final state, i.e., qn 2 Q

fin.
The nested word automaton A accepts the nested word (w, )

if it has an accepting run over (w, ). The language of nested
words recognized by A is the set L(A) consisting of the nested
words accepted by A.

Deviating from [?, ?], we do not require that the set of states of a
nested word automaton is finite. In the next section, we will define
the data automaton as a possibly infinite nested word automaton.
All other automata considered in this presentation are finite.

The notion of regularity does not deviate from [?, ?]. A language
of nested words is regular if it is recognized by a finite nested word
automaton. Regular languages of nested words enjoy the standard
properties of regular language theory, of which we will use the
closure under intersection and complement, and the decidability of
emptiness [?, ?].
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`0

`1

`2

`3

`4

`5

`6

`7

`err

x>100

res:=x-10

x<=100

xm:=x+11

call m

xm:=resm

call m

res:=resm

return m "`3

return m "`5
x101^res 6=91

Figure 4. Recursive control flow graph for the recursive program
P91 implementing McCarthy’s 91 function. The initial location
is `0. The error location `err is used to encode the correctness of
the program. In Section 3 we will introduce a different reading of
the graph, namely as a particular nested word automaton (over the
alphabet of statements st), the control automaton AP91 .

1.1 Recursive Programs

Informal Presentation. We consider a simple procedural pro-
gramming language in a BoogiePL-like syntax [?]. As usual, we
impose a number of restrictions and conventions in order to sim-
plify the formal exposition. The language has no pointers, no global
variables and only call-by-value procedure calls. It is forbidden to
write to the input variables of a procedure. A procedure p has one
input parameter x and one output parameter res. Procedure calls
appear in the following form.

resp := call p(xp)

If procedure p with formal parameter x is called, the argument
(actual parameter) is a special variable xp. On return, the value of
the procedure’s output variable res is stored into the special variable
resp of the caller. Before calling procedure p, the caller writes the
input value to the variable xp. The callee accesses the value through
the variable x. The callee stores the result value into the variable res.
The result value is returned to the caller through the variable resp.
Procedures with arbitrarily many input and output parameters can
be treated in an analogous way. A global variable can be modeled
by adding an input and an output variable to each procedure that
directly or indirectly (via a recursive function call) accesses the
global variable.

Figure 3 shows an implementation of McCarthy’s 91 function
(if the argument x is not greater than 101, the function returns 91)
in a code fragment that meets our restrictions and conventions.

Formal Presentation: Recursive Control Flow Graph. Follow-
ing [?], we present a recursive program formally as a recursive

control flow graph; see Figure 4 for an example. Each node is a
program location `. Each edge is labeled with a statement st, which

is either an assignment y:=t , an assume � , a call call p , or a
return return p .

For each procedure p, the recursive control flow graph contains
p’s control flow graph. The edges between internal nodes are la-
beled with assignment or assume statements. The nodes of p’s con-
trol flow graph are the program locations of p, say `

p
0, . . . , `

p
n where

the node `

p
0 is the entry location of p and `

p
n its exit location.

To model that procedure p is called from procedure q at program
location `

q
j (in q’s control flow graph),

• an edge labeled call p goes from `

q
j to `

p
0 , the entry location

of p,
• an edge labeled return p " `qj goes from `

p
n, the exit location

of p, to the location `

q
j+1 in q’s control flow graph, where

`

q
j+1 is the successor location of `qj with respect to the call of

procedure p.

In Figure 4, we use a thick gray edge in order to depict the successor
location of a call location, with respect to the procedure calls
initiated by call m . The thick gray edges are not edges of the
recursive control flow graph. The assert statement from Figure 3
is translated to an edge which is labeled with an assume statement
and leads to a special error location.

semantics

•
valuation ⌫ = function that maps program variables to values

• (local) state of a procedure = pair (`, ⌫) of program location and
valuation

• (global) state S of the program = stack of local states

S = (`0, ⌫0).(`1, ⌫1) . . . (`n, ⌫n)

• stack element = called (and not yet returned) procedure
• topmost/rightmost element represents current calling context

Each statement st induces a transition relation between states; see
Figure 5. We use the usual notation for a

transition from state S to successor state S

0 under statement st

S

st�! S

0

transition under sequence of statements ⇡ = st0 . . . stn�1

S

⇡�! S

0

trace ⇡ = sequence of statements, ⇡ = st0 . . . stn�1

error trace = trace ⇡ that labels a path in the recursive control
flow graph from the initial location to the error location

feasible trace = trace ⇡ which has an execution, i.e.,

(`0, ⌫0)
⇡�! S.(`err, ⌫n)

for some initial valuation ⌫0, stack of local states S, and final
valuation ⌫n

feasible error trace = trace ⇡ such that

(`0, ⌫0)
⇡�! S.(`err, ⌫n)

for some initial valuation ⌫0, stack of local states S, and final
valuation ⌫n

such that the triple
is a transition of the program (where `0 is the initial location of

the main procedure of P and `err is an error location of P).
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Hoare rule for recursion

{�(x, res)} bodyp {✓(x, res)}
{�(xp, resp)} resp := p(xp) {9resp.�(xp, resp) ^ ✓(xp, resp)}

• a (not necessarily finite) set of states Q,
• a triple h�in, �ca, �rei of transition relations for, respectively,

internal, call, and return positions,

�in ✓ Q⇥ ⌃⇥Q

�ca ✓ Q⇥ ⌃⇥Q

�re ✓ Q⇥Q⇥ ⌃⇥Q

• a set of initial states Qinit ✓ Q,
• a set of final state Q

fin ✓ Q.

A run of a nested word automaton A over the nested word
(a0 . . . an�1, ) is a sequence q0, . . . , qn of states that starts in
an initial state, i.e., q0 2 Q

init, and that is consecutive, i.e., for each
i = 0, . . . , n� 1,

(qi, ai, qi+1) 2 �in if i is an internal position,
(qi, ai, qi+1) 2 �ca if i is a call position,

(qi, qk, ai, qi+1) 2 �re if i is a return position and k i.

The run is accepting if it ends in a final state, i.e., qn 2 Q

fin.
The nested word automaton A accepts the nested word (w, )

if it has an accepting run over (w, ). The language of nested
words recognized by A is the set L(A) consisting of the nested
words accepted by A.

Deviating from [?, ?], we do not require that the set of states of a
nested word automaton is finite. In the next section, we will define
the data automaton as a possibly infinite nested word automaton.
All other automata considered in this presentation are finite.

The notion of regularity does not deviate from [?, ?]. A language
of nested words is regular if it is recognized by a finite nested word
automaton. Regular languages of nested words enjoy the standard
properties of regular language theory, of which we will use the
closure under intersection and complement, and the decidability of
emptiness [?, ?].
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procedure m(x) returns (res)

`0: if x>100

`1: res:=x-10

else

`2: x

m

:= x+11

`3: res

m

:=call m(x

m

)

`4: x

m

:= res

m

`5: res

m

:=call m(x

m

)

`6: res := res

m

procedure m(x) returns (res)

`0: if x>100

`1: res:=x-10

else

`2: x

m

:= x+11

`3: res

m

:=call m(x

m

)

`4: x

m

:= res

m

`5: res

m

:=call m(x

m

)

`6: res := res

m

`7: assert (x<=101 -> res=91)

return m

Figure 4. McCarthy’s 91 function together with a Floyd-Hoare
style annotation with invariant assertions. The program is correct
if the assert statement never fails.

1.1 Recursive Programs

Informal Presentation. We consider a simple procedural pro-
gramming language in a BoogiePL-like syntax [?]. As usual, we
impose a number of restrictions and conventions in order to sim-
plify the formal exposition. The language has no pointers, no global
variables and only call-by-value procedure calls. It is forbidden to
write to the input variables of a procedure. A procedure p has one
input parameter x and one output parameter res. Procedure calls
appear in the following form.

resp := call p(xp)

If procedure p with formal parameter x is called, the argument
(actual parameter) is a special variable xp. On return, the value of
the procedure’s output variable res is stored into the special variable
resp of the caller. Before calling procedure p, the caller writes the
input value to the variable xp. The callee accesses the value through
the variable x. The callee stores the result value into the variable res.
The result value is returned to the caller through the variable resp.
Procedures with arbitrarily many input and output parameters can
be treated in an analogous way. A global variable can be modeled
by adding an input and an output variable to each procedure that
directly or indirectly (via a recursive function call) accesses the
global variable.

Figure 4 shows an implementation of McCarthy’s 91 function
(if the argument x is not greater than 101, the function returns 91)
in a code fragment that meets our restrictions and conventions.

Formal Presentation: Recursive Control Flow Graph. Follow-
ing [?], we present a recursive program formally as a recursive

control flow graph; see Figure ?? for an example. Each node is a
program location `. Each edge is labeled with a statement st, which

is either an assignment y:=t , an assume � , a call call p , or a
return return p .

For each procedure p, the recursive control flow graph contains
p’s control flow graph. The edges between internal nodes are la-
beled with assignment or assume statements. The nodes of p’s con-
trol flow graph are the program locations of p, say `

p
0, . . . , `

p
n where

the node `

p
0 is the entry location of p and `

p
n its exit location.

To model that procedure p is called from procedure q at program
location `

q
j (in q’s control flow graph),

• an edge labeled call p goes from `

q
j to `

p
0 , the entry location

of p,
• an edge labeled return p " `qj goes from `

p
n, the exit location

of p, to the location `

q
j+1 in q’s control flow graph, where

`

q
j+1 is the successor location of `qj with respect to the call of

procedure p.

In Figure ??, we use a thick gray edge in order to depict the
successor location of a call location, with respect to the procedure
calls initiated by call m . The thick gray edges are not edges of the
recursive control flow graph. The assert statement from Figure 4 is
translated to an edge which is labeled with an assume statement
and leads to a special error location.

semantics

•
valuation ⌫ = function that maps program variables to values

• (local) state of a procedure = pair (`, ⌫) of program location and
valuation

• (global) state S of the program = stack of local states

S = (`0, ⌫0).(`1, ⌫1) . . . (`n, ⌫n)

• stack element = called (and not yet returned) procedure
• topmost/rightmost element represents current calling context

Each statement st induces a transition relation between states; see
Figure 5. We use the usual notation for a

transition from state S to successor state S

0 under statement st

S

st�! S

0

transition under sequence of statements ⇡ = st0 . . . stn�1

S

⇡�! S

0

trace ⇡ = sequence of statements, ⇡ = st0 . . . stn�1
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procedure m(x) returns (res)

`0: if x>100

`1: res:=x-10

else

`2: x

m

:= x+11

`3: res

m

:=call m(x

m

)

`4: x

m

:= res

m

`5: res

m

:=call m(x

m

)

`6: res := res

m

procedure m(x) returns (res)

{true}
`0: if x>100

{x � 101}
`1: res:=x-10

else

{x  100}
`2: x

m

:= x+11

{xm  111}
`3: res

m

:=call m(x

m

)

{resm  101}
`4: x

m

:= res

m

{xm  101}
`5: res

m

:=call m(x

m

)

{resm = 91}
`6: res := res

m

{res = 91 _ (x � 101 ^ res = x� 10)}

procedure m(x) returns (res)

`0: if x>100

`1: res:=x-10

else

`2: x

m

:= x+11

`3: res

m

:=call m(x

m

)

`4: x

m

:= res

m

`5: res

m

:=call m(x

m

)

`6: res := res

m

`7: assert (x<=101 -> res=91)

return m

Figure 4. McCarthy’s 91 function together with a Floyd-Hoare
style annotation with invariant assertions. The program is correct
if the assert statement never fails.

1.1 Recursive Programs

Informal Presentation. We consider a simple procedural pro-
gramming language in a BoogiePL-like syntax [?]. As usual, we
impose a number of restrictions and conventions in order to sim-
plify the formal exposition. The language has no pointers, no global
variables and only call-by-value procedure calls. It is forbidden to
write to the input variables of a procedure. A procedure p has one
input parameter x and one output parameter res. Procedure calls
appear in the following form.

resp := call p(xp)

If procedure p with formal parameter x is called, the argument
(actual parameter) is a special variable xp. On return, the value of
the procedure’s output variable res is stored into the special variable
resp of the caller. Before calling procedure p, the caller writes the
input value to the variable xp. The callee accesses the value through
the variable x. The callee stores the result value into the variable res.
The result value is returned to the caller through the variable resp.
Procedures with arbitrarily many input and output parameters can
be treated in an analogous way. A global variable can be modeled
by adding an input and an output variable to each procedure that
directly or indirectly (via a recursive function call) accesses the
global variable.

Figure 4 shows an implementation of McCarthy’s 91 function
(if the argument x is not greater than 101, the function returns 91)
in a code fragment that meets our restrictions and conventions.

Formal Presentation: Recursive Control Flow Graph. Follow-
ing [?], we present a recursive program formally as a recursive

control flow graph; see Figure ?? for an example. Each node is a
program location `. Each edge is labeled with a statement st, which
is either an assignment y:=t , an assume � , a call call p , or a
return return p .

For each procedure p, the recursive control flow graph contains
p’s control flow graph. The edges between internal nodes are la-
beled with assignment or assume statements. The nodes of p’s con-
trol flow graph are the program locations of p, say `

p
0, . . . , `

p
n where

the node `

p
0 is the entry location of p and `

p
n its exit location.

To model that procedure p is called from procedure q at program
location `

q
j (in q’s control flow graph),
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Hoare rule for recursion

{�(x, res)} bodyp {✓(x, res)}
{�(xp, resp)} resp := p(xp) {9resp.�(xp, resp) ^ ✓(xp, resp)}

• a (not necessarily finite) set of states Q,
• a triple h�in, �ca, �rei of transition relations for, respectively,

internal, call, and return positions,

�in ✓ Q⇥ ⌃⇥Q

�ca ✓ Q⇥ ⌃⇥Q

�re ✓ Q⇥Q⇥ ⌃⇥Q

• a set of initial states Qinit ✓ Q,
• a set of final state Q

fin ✓ Q.

A run of a nested word automaton A over the nested word
(a0 . . . an�1, ) is a sequence q0, . . . , qn of states that starts in
an initial state, i.e., q0 2 Q

init, and that is consecutive, i.e., for each
i = 0, . . . , n� 1,

(qi, ai, qi+1) 2 �in if i is an internal position,
(qi, ai, qi+1) 2 �ca if i is a call position,

(qi, qk, ai, qi+1) 2 �re if i is a return position and k i.

The run is accepting if it ends in a final state, i.e., qn 2 Q

fin.
The nested word automaton A accepts the nested word (w, )

if it has an accepting run over (w, ). The language of nested
words recognized by A is the set L(A) consisting of the nested
words accepted by A.

Deviating from [?, ?], we do not require that the set of states of a
nested word automaton is finite. In the next section, we will define
the data automaton as a possibly infinite nested word automaton.
All other automata considered in this presentation are finite.

The notion of regularity does not deviate from [?, ?]. A language
of nested words is regular if it is recognized by a finite nested word
automaton. Regular languages of nested words enjoy the standard
properties of regular language theory, of which we will use the
closure under intersection and complement, and the decidability of
emptiness [?, ?].
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procedure m(x) returns (res)
{⌅}

�0: if x>100
{x ⇤ 101}

�1: res:=x-10
else

{x ⇥ 100}
�2: xm := x+11

{xm ⇥ 111}
�3: call m

{resm ⇥ 101}
�4: xm := resm

{xm ⇥ 101}
�5: call m

{resm = 91}
�6: res := resm

{res = 91 ⌃ (x ⇤ 101 ⇧ res = x� 10)}
�7: assert (x<=101 -> res=91)

return m

Figure 1. McCarthy’s 91 function together with a Floyd-Hoare
style annotation with invariant assertions. The program is correct
if the assert statement never fails.

inductive sequence of interpolants from the spurious error trace of a
non-recursive (non-procedural) program. The interpolants form the
labels in the abstract reachability tree (in conjunctions in [19], and
in tuples in [13]). The method thus constructs an interpolant-based
proof and avoids the construction of an abstract transformer.

The second method, as used, e.g., in [11, 14, 17], generates a
not necessarily inductive sequence of interpolants from the spuri-
ous error trace of a recursive program. The interpolants are used
solely for defining new predicates (by subformulas). The method
does construct an abstract transformer. The proof is constructed by
fixpoint iteration. The iterates (i.e., not the interpolants) form a se-
quence of Hoare triples which proves the infeasibility of the spuri-
ous error trace. I.e., the inductiveness of sequences of interpolants
is irrelevant in [11, 14].

To summarize, the first method does not account for recursion,
and the second one does not consider inductive sequences of in-
terpolants (or other ways to avoid the construction of the abstract
transformer). In contrast, we use nested words to formalize in-
ductive sequences of interpolants for traces of recursive programs
(and nested word automata to avoid the construction of the abstract
transformer).

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we fix the notation for recursive programs (follow-
ing [21]) and for nested words (following [2, 3]).

2.1 Recursive Programs
Informal Presentation. We consider a simple procedural pro-
gramming language in a BoogiePL-like syntax [6]. As usual, we
impose a number of restrictions and conventions in order to sim-
plify the formal exposition. The language has no pointers, no global
variables and only call-by-value procedure calls. It is forbidden to
write to the input variables of a procedure. A procedure p has one
input parameter x and one output parameter res. Procedure calls
appear in the following form.

resp := call p(xp)

�0

�1

�2

�3

�4

�5

�6

�7

�err

x>100

res:=x-10

x<=100

xm:=x+11 call m

xm:=resm

call m

res:=resm

return m ⇥�3

return m ⇥�5

x�101⌅res ⇤=91

Figure 2. Recursive control flow graph for the recursive program
P91 implementing McCarthy’s 91 function. The initial location
is �0. The error location �err is used to encode the correctness of
the program. In Section 3 we will introduce a different reading of
the graph, namely as a particular nested word automaton (over the
alphabet of statements st), the control automaton AP91 .

If procedure p with formal parameter x is called, the argument
(actual parameter) is a special variable xp. On return, the value of
the procedure’s output variable res is stored into the special variable
resp of the caller. Before calling procedure p, the caller writes the
input value to the variable xp. The callee accesses the value through
the variable x. The callee stores the result value into the variable res.
The result value is returned to the caller through the variable resp.
Procedures with arbitrarily many input and output parameters can
be treated in an analogous way. A global variable can be modeled
by adding an input and an output variable to each procedure that
directly or indirectly (via a recursive function call) accesses the
global variable.

Figure 1 shows an implementation of McCarthy’s 91 function
(if the argument x is not greater than 101, the function returns 91)
in a code fragment that meets our restrictions and conventions.

Formal Presentation: Recursive Control Flow Graph. Follow-
ing [21], we present a recursive program formally as a recursive
control flow graph; see Figure 2 for an example. Each node is a
program location �. Each edge is labeled with a statement st, which
is either an assignment y:=t , an assume � , a call call p , or a
return return p .

For each procedure p, the recursive control flow graph contains
p’s control flow graph. The edges between internal nodes are la-
beled with assignment or assume statements. The nodes of p’s con-
trol flow graph are the program locations of p, say �p

0, . . . , �
p
n where

the node �p
0 is the entry location of p and �p

n its exit location. To
model that procedure p is called from procedure q at program loca-
tion �q

j (in q’s control flow graph),

• an edge labeled call p goes from �q
j to �p

0 , the entry location
of p,
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